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Cancer Growth Rate
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Cancer begins when a cell undergoes an abnormal conversion or damage that allows the cell to
continue to reproduce itself. The growth process is an exponential process where the cell doubles in
size with each cell division from one abnormal cell to two, then two to four, then four to eight, then
eight to sixteen, etc. The growth process varies in individuals and in different types of cancer.
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Some cancers grow rapidly, while others grow very slowly. Breast cancers have been shown to
double in size every 23 to 209 days. A tumor which doubles every 100 days (the estimated average
doubling time) would have been in your body approximately eight to ten years when it reaches
about one centimeter in size (3/8 inch) – the size of the tip of your smallest finger. By the time a
one centimeter tumor is found, the tumor has already grown from one cell to approximately 100
billion cells.

Determining Tumor Growth Rate
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The percentage of cancer cells that are actively dividing in a cancerous tumor is called the
proliferation rate. During the pathology evaluation of a tumor, the pathologist commonly uses the
Ki-67 test to reveal the growth rate of the removed tumor. In general, the higher the proliferation
rate, the more aggressive a tumor tends to be.
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What Is Breast Cancer?
Female Patient
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The female breast is a complex, glandular organ and is the site of the most commonly occurring
cancer in women—breast cancer. No one knows exactly what causes breast cancer for the majority
of women. Contributing factors have been identified such as having a family history of breast
cancer, environmental carcinogens, viruses, radiation therapy and life-style factors. A known
increased risk occurs in women who have a blood relative who has been clinically diagnosed with
a positive BRCA (BR=breast; CA=cancer) mutation. Less than ten percent of diagnosed breast
cancers occur from BRCA mutations, leaving ninety percent of breast cancers with an unknown
cause.

Types of Breast Cancer
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The term carcinoma is used to describe a malignant or cancerous growth. Cancer begins when
the cells of the breast undergo changes. A normal cell converts into a cancer cell that has an
uncontrolled growth pattern. These cancer cells continue to divide and grow and may spread to
other parts of the breast and then to other parts of the body if not removed. The process of cancer
cells spreading throughout the body is called metastasis.
Approximately 15 different types of breast cancer have been identified. Tumors that develop from
different types of breast tissue, in different parts of the breast, may have varying characteristics.
Breast cancers are named according to the part of the breast in which they develop.
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Cancers beginning in the ducts are called ductal carcinomas and comprise the largest number of
cancers occurring in women. Cancers beginning in the lobules are called lobular carcinomas and
account for a small percentage of cases. Your physician will tell you which type of cancer you
have—ductal or lobular.
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How Fast Do Breast Cancers Grow?
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Some breast cancers grow rapidly, while others grow slowly. Breast cancers have been shown to
double in size every 23 to 209 days. A tumor that doubles every 100 days (the estimated average
doubling time) would have been in your body approximately eight to ten years when it reaches one
centimeter in size (⅜ inch)—the size of the tip of your smallest finger. The cancer begins with one
damaged cell and doubles until it is detected and treated. The cancer must be surgically removed
from the body, destroyed with chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy, or controlled with hormonal
therapy. Some people believe that cancer grows in spurts and the doubling time varies at different
times. However, by the time a one-centimeter tumor is found, the tumor has already grown
from one cell to approximately 100 billion cells. The pathology report will tell how fast a tumor is
estimated to grow.
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Ducts and lobules are lined with one or two layers of orderly, normal cells. When the cells become
cancerous they grow and fill the duct or lobule. In situ carcinomas are cancers that are still contained
within the walls of the breast area in which they developed. They have not invaded surrounding
tissue. If the cancer grows through the duct or lobular walls, it is called an infiltrating or invasive
carcinoma. Your pathology report will explain if your cancer is in situ or invasive (infiltrating).
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Some tumors spread more rapidly to other parts of the body, while others do not spread as readily.
Breast cancer spreads to other parts of the body through the lymphatic system or the blood
system. The spread of the cancer can be local (in the area of the breast), regional (in the nodes or
area near the breast) or distant (to other organs of the body).
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Lymph nodes play an important role in the discussion of your treatment decisions. The lymphatic
system serves as the sewage system for cellular waste in the body. The lymph vessels follow
closely beside the blood vessels and receive the cell’s waste products. This waste is carried by
the vessels and filtered through rounded areas of the lymph system, called lymph nodes. Nodes
appear as small round capsules and vary from pinhead to olive-size. Lymphocytes and monocytes
(components of fluid that fight infection) are produced in the nodes. Nodes act as filters to stop
bacteria, cellular waste and cancer cells from entering the blood stream. Lymph nodes may also
serve as metastatic sites—places where cancer has spread from the original site to the nodes,
referred to as secondary sites.
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A small percent of the lymphatic fluid leaving the breast is drained in the lymph nodes located
near the breastbone, called internal mammary nodes. The majority of the fluid is drained through
the nodes of the armpit, referred to as the axillary nodes. There are three levels of nodes draining
breast lymphatic fluid. Your surgeon may remove nodes from one or several levels, a procedure
called axillary sampling. Axillary dissection is the term used when all the nodes under the arm
are removed. The number of nodes in each level varies from person to person. A procedure called
sentinel node biopsy identifies the first draining nodes from a tumor determining the need for
axillary dissection.
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Nodes are removed to determine whether your cancer has moved from the breast into the node
area. The term negative nodes means that your lymph nodes did not have any evidence of cancer.
Positive nodes indicate that the cancer was found in the lymph nodes. Your surgeon will tell you
how many nodes were removed during your surgery and whether any were found to have cancer
cells present. Treatment decisions are often based on the number of nodes in which cancer cells are
found. Two important factors that determine your oncologist’s treatment plan are the number of
positive nodes and the size of your tumor.
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The Role of the Lymphatic System

Surgery and treatment with chemotherapy, radiation therapy or hormonal therapy can vary
because of differences in types of cancer, sizes of tumors, lymph node involvement, documented
metastasis, aggressiveness of tumors and hormonal sensitivity. Therefore, it is necessary for you to
communicate with your physicians, who know your particular tumor characteristics, when seeking
any specific information or advice on your breast cancer treatment.
Breast cancer is not a sudden occurrence, but a process that has been developing for a period of
time. Therefore, when a biopsy confirms a cancerous breast tumor, you are not facing a medical
emergency. You have time to get answers to your questions and learn about your particular disease
and treatment options. Most physicians recommend surgery within several weeks of biopsy.
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There are exceptions; for example, inflammatory carcinoma requires immediate treatment with
chemotherapy for maximum control. Tests performed on your tumor will reveal cell type and grade
it for aggressiveness. Ask your physician about the characteristics of your tumor and treatment
recommendations.
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Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (DCIS)
Female Patient

Definition of Terms:
■ Benign — Not cancerous; no threat to the body

EV

■ Carcinoma — Cancer cells that start in surface layers or lining of

the ducts

■ In Situ — In one contained area

■ Lumpectomy — Removal of a lump and some surrounding

R

tissues in the breast

Ductal
Carcinoma
In Situ
(DCIS)

■ Lymph Nodes — Pea-like areas in the lymphatic system that

R

act as filters of the body’s cellular waste; lymph nodes under the
arms filter waste from breast tissues

■ Malignant — Cancerous; threat to the body

FO

■ Mastectomy — Removal of a breast by surgery

■ Metastasis — Spread of cancer to other parts of the body
■ Microcalcifications — Small areas of calcium deposits seen

on mammography; may be related to a malignant or benign
condition
surgery
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■ Radiation Therapy — Treatment with X-rays to kill remaining local cancer cells after
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Ductal carcinoma in situ is a pre-invasive cancer. This condition may have a potential for
continuing to proliferate (grow) and become an invasive (grow through the duct walls) cancer.
Excessive overgrowth of abnormal cells has filled the ducts in which the disease is located. Some
authorities refer to the condition as “non-invasive cancer” and others as “pre-cancer.”
Most ductal carcinomas in situ are found by mammography when microcalcifications are observed
in a clustered pattern or when they follow the shape of a duct. Usually, five or more calcifications in
a very close area will be cause for the radiologist to study carefully the shape of the calcifications.
If the shapes are suspicious, a biopsy, using needle localization or stereotactic technique, will be
used to locate the findings and a biopsy will be performed. Sometimes a thickening or a soft mass
will be found in the area of the breast.
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Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (Female Patient); 0905 Updated

When a biopsy of the area confirms ductal carcinoma in situ, you have a pre-invasive cancer that
has potential to spread and threaten your life. Your physician will offer you several treatment
options for carcinoma in situ, including: mastectomy, lumpectomy with radiation therapy, or
occasionally lumpectomy without radiation therapy. A careful look at the extent of the disease, your
age, family history and other factors will be considered in selecting the treatments appropriate for
you.
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Lobule and Duct
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Patient Name ___________________________________________________________________
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Surgery Date _________ Surgery Time _______ Surgeon_____________________________
Facility_________________________________________________________________________
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Type of Catheter Inserted_________________________________________________________
Catheter Care___________________________________________________________________

R

Commonly Called:
Other Terms:

FO

■ Hickman® Catheter, Broviac® Catheter, Groshong® Catheter

■ Indwelling catheter; tunneled central venous catheter; right atrial catheter;

long term indwelling catheter
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A Hickman®, Broviac®, or Groshong® catheter is a special tubing inserted under the skin of the
chest into a large vein (usually the large vein under the collarbone) to deliver medications and
blood products. Many chemotherapy medications can cause irritation (burning or pain) when given
through small vessels, but are tolerated well if given through a larger vessel. Some people have
fragile veins that are difficult to locate. A central catheter provides good access to the venous
system. Your physician may request a central line be inserted to facilitate your treatment.

M

The catheter offers an effective route for the administration of chemotherapy without the side
effect of irritation of the veins or the difficulty of finding a suitable vein on the hands or arm.
Samples for blood studies can also be drawn from the catheter, eliminating repeated arm or finger
needle sticks. An indwelling catheter allows your hands to be free during treatment administration.
The catheter is surgically inserted in a hospital or clinic. The patient must be able to have her head
placed lower than her body for a period of time, to follow directions for positioning and turning of
the head, and to hold her breath on command. Because of this, only local anesthesia is given to
the area where the catheter will be placed. A general medication is usually given by the physician
for relaxation only. The surgeon will tunnel the catheter under the skin and into the vessel until
it reaches the area right above the heart. The catheter is anchored in place by sutures. Located
under the skin is a small cuff-like area that allows body tissue to grow into the material and create
a natural seal from outside.
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The indwelling catheter will have a portion of the tubing extending out of the chest, which may
include one to three tubings, allowing for the administration of three separate medications at one
time. The catheter will allow access for your chemotherapy, blood products and blood samples.
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Signs and Symptoms That Need to Be Reported to the Healthcare Provider Are:
■ Fever over 100.5° F
■ Chills
■ Redness, swelling or discharge at the entry site of the catheter
■ Pain in local area, neck or shoulder
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■ Swelling in chest or arm located on the side of the catheter insertion
■ Any unusual drainage from around the catheter insertion site
■ Burning sensation when medication is infusing
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It is important to know the kind of catheter your physician has inserted. In case of emergency
care, you would need to be able to relay this information to the health professional.
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Catheter Inserted
into Vein

Tip of Catheter
Rests in Upper
Area of Heart

Up to 3 Tubings Allow
Multiple Treatments
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Your physician or nurse will explain care of the catheter. The catheter will require dressing changes
to the site and will have to be flushed with a special solution to keep the catheter from clotting. The
catheter will remain in place until therapy is completed.

Additional Information:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Breast Cancer IndexSM (BCI)

The Breast Cancer Index (BCI) is a new genomic study designed for estrogen positive and lymph
node negative patients who have taken endocrine therapy (tamoxifen or aromatase inhibitor) for
four to five years. This study helps determine if the patient would benefit by continuing to take an
endocrine therapy for an additional five years.

EV

How Is the Study Performed?

R

No additional procedures are necessary for the patient. The BCI study is performed using the
original tumor pathology slides. The study analyzes two separate characteristics (tumor growth
rate and degree of estrogen) of the tumor’s gene expression. From this information, a prediction
for the risk of late recurrence can be made. This future risk prediction determines the likelihood of
responding to extended endocrine therapy.

R

What Information Does the BCI Study Provide?

FO

Often, after five years of endocrine therapy, another five years of therapy is recommended. The
predictive projection of the BCI study allows a patient to evaluate the likelihood of receiving benefit
from an extended period of taking endocrine therapy.

The BCI Study Reports the Future Risk of Recurrence As:
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■ LOW risk/LOW likelihood of benefit
■ LOW risk/HIGH likelihood of benefit
■ HIGH risk/LOW likelihood of benefit

■ HIGH risk/HIGH likelihood of benefit

How Does the BCI Help?

M

Patients with “LOW risk/LOW likelihood of benefit” results are unlikely to benefit from extended
endocrine therapy. This information may allow a patient to confidently stop endocrine therapy after
five years and avoid the unwanted on-going medication side effects.
Patients with “HIGH risk/HIGH likelihood of benefit” results are likely to benefit from extended
endocrine therapy.
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Breast Cancer IndexSM (BCI); 1327 Updated

For patients receiving a “LOW risk/HIGH likelihood of benefit” or “HIGH risk/LOW likelihood of
benefit” result, the benefit from extended endocrine therapy is not as clear-cut.
The decision to continue or discontinue taking endocrine therapy should always be made in
collaboration with the treating physician, who takes into consideration the BCI study results and all
other clinical findings unique to the patient. The BCI study aids the physician and patient in making
an informed, individualized decision about her future care.
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If a patient was diagnosed with ER positive and lymph node negative breast cancer and has been
taking endocrine therapy to reduce the risk of recurrence, information can be gained to make a
decision about continuing therapy. After receiving the results, a patient will know if the predicted
future recurrence score is LOW or HIGH and if she is likely to benefit from an additional five years
of therapy. This information will allow the patient and the doctor to make a decision to continue or
discontinue endocrine therapy based on the latest scientific evidence available.

How Do I Get Tested?

EV

Additional information is located at: www.Answersbeyond5.com.
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Speak to your doctor about ordering the BCI study to provide information on your individual risk of
late recurrence to determine the benefit of five more years of medication based on your own gene
profile. Medicare currently covers the cost of the BCI study. Many insurance companies follow the
lead of Medicare to determine coverage. You may also check with the company that offers the test
to see if they will cover the cost of the study.

Additional Instructions:

_______________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________________
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Who Benefits From BCI?
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Alopecia: Hair Loss
Female Patient
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Alopecia is a temporary or permanent loss of hair that occurs as a side effect of chemotherapy
or from radiation therapy. Radiation directed toward the head causes permanent alopecia.
Chemotherapy for breast cancer produces temporary alopecia that varies from thinning to
complete baldness. Some medications damage the hair cells, causing the hair follicle to produce
weak, brittle hair that either breaks off at the surface of the scalp or falls out. Hair loss may also
occur in other body sites such as the eyebrows, eyelashes, pubic and facial hair. However, these
hair follicles have a slower growth rate and seem to suffer less damage.
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The kind of drug and the length of time the drug is administered will determine how long alopecia
will last. Most hair loss usually occurs three to four weeks after the administration of drugs.
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The amount of hair loss varies according to the drug and the dosage of the drug. However, the
amount may vary among patients even when they are given the same dosage and number of
chemotherapy treatments. It is an individual response. Ask your healthcare provider when you
should expect to lose your hair.
Hair re-growth starts during or shortly after treatments are completed. When the hair grows back,
it may have a different texture and slightly different color. Very often the hair has a wavy pattern or
is curlier and darker. Most women like the texture and manageability of their new hair.
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Breast Cancer Treatment Drugs Which Result in a High Degree of Hair Loss:
■ Doxorubicin (Adriamycin®) — hair loss usually in 3 to 4 weeks; 90 percent average loss
■ Methotrexate — 3 to 4 weeks; 33% average loss
■ 5-Fluorouracil (5FU®) — minimal hair loss
■ Epirubicin (Ellence®) — total hair loss
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■ Cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan®) — partial to total hair loss with thinning (with oral version)
■ Mitomycin — hair loss varies
■ Taxol® and Taxotere® — total hair loss
■ Docetaxel® — temporary hair loss; rare reports of permanent hair loss
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Alopecia: Hair Loss (Female Patient); 1403

Dealing With Hair Loss
Hair loss is sometimes more difficult to face than the loss of all or part of a breast. Hair loss is an
obvious, visible evidence of the cancer process and the first public indication of the battle with
cancer. Hair loss further compounds the change in body image and sense of diminished femininity.
When hair loss occurs, acknowledge the loss and grieve, but don’t feel guilty. Some people may try
to offer consolation and support by pointing out how insignificant hair loss is compared to battling
a life-threatening disease, but most can say this because they have never lost their hair. After
grieving, talk about your feelings with people whom you trust and with whom you feel comfortable.
Remind yourself that hair loss is positive, displaying the proof that chemotherapy is killing cells—
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Preparing for Hair Loss
Before hair loss begins, several things may be done to minimize the trauma. A short haircut that is
easily managed minimizes the hair thinning appearance and makes complete hair loss somewhat
less alarming. Some women prefer to let someone shave their head if they know that their
chemotherapy causes complete hair loss.
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Select a wig prior to losing your hair when the natural hair color and style can be closely matched.
Wear the new wig occasionally before you have significant hair loss to help in the adjustment. In
addition, the change will not be as noticeable to other people. If you have long hair you may be
able to have your hair cut and a wig made from your own hair. Ask a cosmetologist if she can refer
you to companies that do this. One company providing this service, Caring and Comfort, may be
located on the Internet at www.caringandcomfort.com.
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Some insurance companies may cover the cost of a wig if the physician writes a prescription. Wigs
are tax deductible as a medical expense. Turbans or hair nets worn at home will help control the
loose hairs as they fall out. They are also excellent to sleep in and wear when wigs become too hot.
Sporty hats and caps worn with scarves are another way many women look and feel fashionable
during treatment.

Hair Care Tips for Thinning Hair:

R

Proper care of your hair may minimize hair loss and thinning and protect new hair growth.
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■ Shampoo hair with protein-based shampoo and follow with a conditioning rinse.
■ Shampoo less often, every three to five days.
■ Gently dry hair with towel; pat hair dry.
■ Dry hair on low temperature setting or allow to dry naturally.
■ Minimize use of electric curlers and curling irons; a curly perm prior to treatment may be

■
■
■
■
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■
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■

helpful.
Avoid use of hair clips, barrettes and ponytails with elastic bands.
Use hair spray sparingly.
Avoid hair dyes that further weaken hair.
Avoid excessive brushing and combing of hair.
Purchase a satin pillowcase for sleeping to reduce hair tangling.
Once treatment begins, wear a hair net or turban at night to prevent falling hair from
getting on bed linens.

Contact your American Cancer Society about the Look Good, Feel Better program where trained
cosmetologists will help you with your changing hair needs and makeup application.
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good and bad. Talk with and visit other women who have suffered alopecia and now have their own
hair back. Support such as this may be found in breast cancer support groups in which women are
in all stages of breast cancer treatment. Some women have had great fun buying different colors
and styles of wigs.

Additional Information:
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_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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